Semantic speech networks linked to formal thought disorder in early psychosis
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Results

Background
Semantic content is altered in psychosis
Mapping a patient’s speech as a network is useful to understand formal thought disorder in
psychosis. However, established speech networks have not incorporated the semantic content of
speech, which is altered in psychosis. Mapping semantic content of speech as a network could be
powerful to capture abnormal speech in psychosis

Aim
Can semantic speech networks capture
abnormal speech in early psychosis?
Method
Netts : A toolbox for creating semantic speech networks

Example semantic speech network
Nodes in the network represent entities mentioned by the speaker (“I”, “man”). Edges represent
relations between nodes mentioned by the speaker (“see”).
Fig. 2. Example Speech Network.
Semantic speech networks map the
semantic content of transcribed
speech engendered by the
grammatical structure. Nodes in the
network represent entities
mentioned by the speaker (e.g. I,
man). Edges represent relations
between nodes mentioned by the
speaker (e.g. see). Bottom right
picture shows the stimulus picture
that the participant described.
Below is the speech transcript:
“I see a man in the dark standing against a light post . It seems to be in the middle of
the night ; I think because the lightbulb is working . On the picture there seems to be
like a park and ... Or trees but in those trees there are little balls of light reflections as
well . I can not see the ... Anything else because it is very dark . But the man on the
picture seems to wear a hat and , and has a jacket on and he seems to have a hoodie on
as well . The picture is very , very mysterious , which I like about it , but for me I would
like to understand more concept , context of the picture .”

Speech networks are non-random
Semantic speech networks from the general population were more connected than size-matched
randomised networks, with fewer and larger connected components, reflecting the non-random
nature of speech.

Fig. 1. Netts processing pipeline. Netts takes as input a speech transcript and outputs a network representing the semantic content of the transcript: a semantic speech network. Netts
combines modern, high performance NLP techniques to preprocess the speech transcript, find nodes and edges, refine these nodes and edges and construct the final semantic speech network.

We developed an algorithm, ”netts”, to map the semantic content of speech as a network. We
applied netts to construct semantic speech networks for a general population sample (N=436) and a
clinical sample (N=53). The clinical sample comprised of patients with first episode psychosis
(FEP), people at clinical high risk of psychosis (CHR-P), and healthy controls.

Fig. 3. General Public Networks.
Semantic speech networks differ in
their properties from random
networks. A. Histogram for number
of nodes and scatter plot showing
the relationship between number of
nodes and number of edges of
semantic speech networks from the
general public. Each point in the
scatter plot represents a subject. B.
Top row: number, mean size and
median size of the connected
components in the speech graphs
(blue bars) and a randomly chosen
subset of the size-matched random
graphs (grey bars). Bottom row:
normalised number, mean size and
median size of the connected
components in speech graphs.

The Netts algorithm is free and openly available. Scan the QR code above or go to https://alan-turing-institute.github.io/netts/

Speech networks differ between patients and controls
FEP networks were more fragmented than controls; showing more connected components.
CHR-P networks showed fragmentation values in-between.
Fig. 4. A) Number of connected
components, B) mean connected
component size and C) median
connected component size showed
differences between the FEP patient
(FEP), clinical high risk (CHR-P) and
healthy control groups (CON). Network
measures shown are normalised to
random networks. Each point
represents one subject. Values were
obtained by averaging across network
measures from the eight picture
descriptions. *indicates significant pvalues at p < 0.05. **indicates
significant p-values at p < 0.01 D)
Typical healthy control network. E)
Typical first episode psychosis patient
network.

Speech networks capture novel signal
A clustering analysis suggested that
semantic speech networks captured
novel signal not already described by
existing NLP measures. Network
features were also related to negative
symptom scores and scores on the
Thought and Language Index, although
these relationships did not survive
correcting for multiple comparisons.

Fig. 5. Semantic speech network measures
captured signal complementary to other NLP
measures. Heatmap of Pearson’s correlations
between semantic speech network measures
and NLP measures. Black lines mark
communities detected by the Louvain
method. Measures: novel netts measures (CC
Number, CC Mean Size, CC Median Size), basic
transcript measures, and established NLP
measures (Tangentiality, Ambiguous
Pronouns, Coherence, On-Topic Score and
syntactic network measures proposed by
Mota et al. 2017: LSC, LCC, LSCr, LCCr).

Conclusion
Semantic speech networks capture abnormal speech
in psychosis. They could enable deeper phenotyping
of formal thought disorder in psychosis.

